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"Daraa Camp Struck with Missiles, Barrel Bombs" 

 

 
 

 

• Residents of Handarat Camp Allowed Access to their Homes for 1st Time 

• Palestinian Holders of Subsidiary Protection Status in Germany Launch Cry 

for Help 

• Committee of Palestinians of Syria in Lebanon Distributes Aids in Bekaa 
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Latest Development 

Spates of barrel bombs and ground-to-ground missiles slammed into 

Daraa Camp for Palestinian refugees and AlSadd Road, resulting in 

heavy material damage. 

Palestinian refugees sheltered in Daraa Camp, among other southern 

Syrian areas, have been enduring dire conditions due to the unabated 

hostilities and chronic power and water cuts. 

 

Meanwhile, residents of Handarat Camp were allowed to return to their 

homes 246 days after the Syrian government forces grabbed hold of the 

area. 

Handarat returnees performed Eid prayers at the local mosque, which 

has been severely damaged by the rampant shelling. 

Residents of Handarat Camp who were deported to Aleppo had been 

denied access to their homes for 1,512 days running. 

Nearly 90% of civilian buildings and structures in Aleppo-based 

Handarat Camp have been partially or totally destroyed in the deadly 
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offensives launched by the government forces using missiles and barrel 

bombs. 

 

In the meantime, holders of the “subsidiary protection” status in 

Germany have been enduring an abject situation. 

Holders of subsidiary protection are granted only a one-year stay 

renewable every five years and are neither entitled to their rights as 

holders of a refugee status nor to family reunification. 

Other refugees have obtained three-year stays in Germany which grants 

them the right to labor and to family reunification. 

On the other hand, a large number of Palestinian refugees suffer from the 

consequences of leaving their fingerprints in Italy and other countries 

that forced them to leave their fingerprints during their journey to 

northern Europe, where their applications for asylum are rejected. Then 

the refugee gets a lawyer to follow up on his case and after more than a 

year he often gets the residence. Several cases by some German states 

have also overlooked Italian fingerprints. 
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Thousands of refugees have received temporary residence. Despite the 

great differences between the German government and the courts, many 

Palestinian refugees were granted the right to reside for a period of three 

years and the right to family reunion and work. 

Palestinians from Syria in Germany are categorized as stateless refugees, 

according to the German law. The Geneva Convention stipulates that 

Germany grant nationality to those categorized as stateless refugees, in 

accordance with the German Nationality Law of 2000. 

 

Civil Action Committees 

The Committee of the Palestinians of Syria in Bar Elias, in the Lebanese 

Bekaa Valley, held, in partnership with an anonymous benevolent, a 

collective meal to a number of orphans sheltered in the area. Children 

toys and cash aids were distributed to a number of children. 

 Some 31,000 Palestinian refugees from Syria reached Lebanon until the 

end of 2016. 
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Palestinians of Syria: June 25, 2017 Statistics:  

• At least 3,521 Palestinians, including 463 women, were killed in 

war-torn Syria. 

• 1,612 Palestinian refugees, including 100 women, are incarcerated 

in Syrian government lock-ups. 

• Yarmouk refugee camp has been blockaded by the Syrian regime 

army and Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine - General 

Command (PFLP-GC) for 1,432 days in a row.  

• 196 Palestinians died of undernourishment and medical neglect in 

the blockaded Yarmouk Camp. 

• Water supplies cut off in Deraa and Yarmouk camps respectively 

for 1,168 and 1,019 days. 

• Residents of Handarat Camp, in Aleppo, denied access to their 

homes for 1,512 days. Government battalions have been holding 

sway over the camp for more than 246 days. 

• Nearly 85,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees fled to Europe until the 

end of 2016.  

• 31,000 Palestinians from Syria are housed in Lebanon. 

• 17,000 Palestinians from Syria are taking refuge in Jordan. 

• 6,000 Palestinian-Syrian refugees are sheltered in Egypt. 

• 8,000 Palestinian-Syrian refugees are taking shelter in Turkey.  

• 1,000 Palestinian-Syrian refugees are sheltered in the blockaded 

Gaza Strip.  


